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The fun!? of homeless surgery, Basic announcement: Hello, folks; pardon the delay in publishings; I 

have been hospitalized due to un-relenting pain connected to a gigantic/ large ovarian mass/es in my 

body, physical for the last 7 or nearly eight years; it’s [it has] been exhausted and just had surgery; I am 

now in recovery, while uh homeless, … While recovering from surgery I will still aim to have at least 

some postings up per week; and my next publications out just a bit slower, … Anyhow; onto the post –

ing: that was meant to be up already, …  

 

Dates: 61018-61118 

Like the moves, pushing cars on a button or vice-versa; actually; paying attention to *connection 

between the button pushing & the cue of the, what->you hear. I mean the car is an entropy body right? 

as it moves and that type of coordination. Even if un-spirited; on something as charging coordination: it 

is, alive; if only in segments.  



(by) Goura Fotadar, The Fictional VolunTier Project, typed up: 62218 
 

    [To answer why you can’t talk to them] 

cited: Transformers? 

(for the Death project, the whole thing) 

   From a house you can walk into death; and also the dead; how s*o? The house has a body: structure as 

your physical body: structure.  

  Unlike your physical ---body structure; however the relative size [relative  

| 

| 

| 

|---[Housing is bigger than[t] you; [why do you have housing issues of any and any all variants including 

homelessness] to your body] of housing [in physical structure  

theme: in a read lollipop is a whole … at least.  

and so in rational dynamics; think rations: you can walk in. Additionally; whatever % assumptive 

qualifies characteristics of something to it something being living; likely most current housing is qualified 

to dead in the applicable qualities of: living & dead. Likely, if you walk into a housing structure; even a 

smaller one; even for a short visit; you are walking into a, the dead. And perhaps the same with non-

housing structures of similar relative size difference; if they also [qualify] as dead. If you thus walk into 

the dead; you might find what deadened and-or deadened: killed then appear in a view-able way; and 

and you might try to comprehend it; and this may, be the way to come into the knowledge of: the great 

mysteries or a sets; sets of one or two of them: in categories.  

 


